Since activation functions allow deep learning models to approximate functions of complex, nonlinear data, an important and sometimes simplified part of optimizing performance in a deep learning model is the choice of an activation function. Many recent deep learning architectures implement the Rectified Linear Unit, ReLU, \((\text{max}(0,x))\) as a default choice \([1, 2, 3]\). Classic activation functions such as Tanh and sigmoid as well as new variations of ReLU and other functions, have provided a growing list of options for users \([4, 5, 6, 7]\). The traditional approach to finding the most accurate activation function is to fix a model and exhaustively enumerate the results across a finite list of functions. Another recent approach \([8]\) using reinforcement learning lead to the discovery new activation functions. For at least some architectures, it also is not clear that the exact form of the function is crucial \([9]\).

We study the importance of choosing an activation function; however, instead of proposing a new activation function, we study the relationship between the most commonly used ones. We propose a two-parameter, trainable Tanh activation function which we call TAct. TAct is a family of activation functions which exactly contains classic functions such as Tanh, Sigmoid and more recently Swish. In addition there are areas of the parameter space that approximate functions like ReLu arbitrarily closely. interpolates between previous and recent activation functions \([8]\). Although some work has been done for using series approximations for activation functions \([10]\), we propose TAct as a framework to explore existing nonlinear transformations.

To create this parameter space, we begin by representing each of the following functions as a point in 2D space: Sigmoid \((0,0)\), Shifted Tanh \((0,1)\), and Swish \((1,0)\), which form a convex hull of interpolations between these three activation functions. Our implementation initializes the value of the two parameters, \(\mu\) and \(\gamma\), at random from a uniform distribution on the interval \([-1,1]\). To create this parameter space, we define it TAct follows (see Figure 1):

\[
T\text{Act}(x) := \left(\frac{\mu + 1}{6} x + \frac{2 - \mu}{6}\right) \left(\tanh\left(\frac{\gamma + 4}{6} x\right) + 1\right).
\]

ReLU is approximated in eq:tact by considering \(\mu = 2\), TAct\((x)\) approaches ReLU as \(\gamma \to \infty\), though in practice \(\gamma\) need not be too big, see figure 1.
Although we initialize our trainable parameters in this region, $\mu, \gamma \in \mathbb{R}$, the key to our approach is that the model will naturally select the best member of this family and yield new optimized activation functions.
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Figure 1: *Left.* Two-parameter ($\mu$-$\gamma$) TAct function parameter space along with interpolated activation functions (Shifted Tanh, Sigmoid, and Swish) by our proposed framework. Both $\mu$ and $\gamma$ are initially sampled from a $[-1,1]$ uniform distribution, represented by the red dotted square above. When $\mu = 2$ and $\gamma$ increases, TAct approaches ReLU. *Right.* Plot of ReLU and TAct activation functions, where TAct_{top} corresponds to the first convolutional layer in our Darknet implementation and TAct_{bot} corresponds to the last convolutional layer after 50 epochs.

We designed and carried out experiments to measure the effectiveness of Eq.(1) and other activation functions in multiple architectures. After applying random flipping, padding, and cropping data augmentation techniques on the CIFAR-10 dataset, we implemented a variation of the Darknet architecture with (1,2,4,6,3) convolutional blocks [11]. Instead of fixing the learning rate for each of the activation functions, we optimize learning rates as described in [12]. Figure 2 illustrates an example of the improved performance of TAct over activation functions LeakyReLU (0.1 negative slope) and ReLU. By letting the data drive the choice of activation functions, particularly in low-epoch regimes, we achieve competitive and improved test error rates when compared to other popular activation functions.
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Figure 2: CIFAR-10 test error of the mean of 5 runs ($\pm$ one standard deviation) on a modified Darknet architecture with 1, 2, 4, 6, and 3 convolutional blocks for the activation functions LeakyReLU (0.1 negative slope), ReLU, and TAct. We observe an improved test error within less epochs compared using our proposed method.
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